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LAST MEETING: 

The last meeting was in Sept and we had new members. We chatted about a multitude of 

issues and spent some time looking at reinforcement barrier strips.  

Coloplast do both straight and curved hydrocolloid frames and Safe ‘n Simple do a curved 

version.  

The reason for needing a reinforcement strip is that the edges of the wafer/barrier can rub 

and shear causing lifting at the edges. It is not an answer to leakage problems as the cause 

of leakage is undermining of the wafer at the wafer, stoma, skin junction. Such leakage 

occurs because of poor adhesion which may be due to a variety of factors.  

Many appliances have taped surrounds incorporated into the design in which case adding 

another frame is probably not worthwhile. For those people who go for the hydrocolloid 

style wafers that have no taped surround framing the barrier with a reinforcing strip is 

helpful. So why not just use a wafer with an integrated taped surround, The most common 

reason is tape sensitivity. This can range from mild itching and irritation to severe skin 

breakdown. One of the ways people know when their wafer needs changing is because 

the appliance becomes a bit itchy and uncomfortable. If when removed the skin barrier is 

intact with little paleness due to meltdown at the stoma junction but the skin under the 

taped portion is red and uncomfortable, tape sensitivity is the problem. This is easily 

overcome by changing to a non taped style of wafer.  

There is another reason for avoiding wafers with taped surrounds and that is because most 

tapes leave an sticky residue on the skin necessitating the use of adhesive removers which 

themselves may cause irritation and may also effect adhesion of the fresh appliance. The 

reinforcing barrier strips tend not to leave such residue. 



Winter Warmer 

Sunday Dec 3rd 12:30 my home 

Saxtons River 

Bring a seasonal treat soup and drink provided. 

AND BRING UNUSED OSTOMY SUPPLIES  

for our yearly contribution to Friends of Ostomates Worldwide 

From Bellows Falls take 121 towards Grafton. As you come in to Saxtons River turn Left 

immediately after crossing the bridge (before the store). My house is on the Right 

(river is on the other side). It is a lovely mellow yellow. Please park on gras next to 

house and come up side steps not front steps. 

Mud season 2018  Friday March 9th  at 5pm  

Fireplace room, Rockingham Medical group.  Bellows Falls.   

Spring season 2018 Friday May  11th  at 5 pm 

Fireplace room, Rockingham Medical group.  Bellows Falls.   

Summer 2018   Sunday July 15th  at 12:30 pm  

Saxtons River, Summer picnic.  

Fall 2018    Friday Sept 14th at 5 pm   

Fireplace room, Rockingham Medical group.  Bellows Falls.   

Winter 2017   Sun Dec 9th at 12:30 pm 

Saxtons River, Winter warmer.  

 

I will endeavor to time the blog and web page updates to over a week before each meeting 

The newspapers The shopper and Message will carry a support group ad. 

   

Our group aims to bring people together who are managing with inflammatory bowel 

disease or who have had an ostomy of any type.   

The purpose is to keep in touch with others who share our fate in order that our questions 

can be answered and our concerns and tribulations shared.  

Our support group is affiliated with the United Ostomy Association of America but has 

little formal structure or cost. It is run by Margaret Heale a certified Wound, Ostomy and 

Continence Nurse Specialist.  

802-376-8249   email   mheale@healewoundcare.com       website    healewoundcare.com 

 

It is by helping & supporting each other that we allow personal growth 


